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The widespread application of intermediate-temperature solid oxide fuel cells is mainly being hurdled by the
cathode’s low efficiency on oxygen reduction reaction and poor resistance to carbon dioxide impurity. Here
we report the fabrication of a hierarchical shell-covered porous cathode through infiltration followed by
microwave plasma treatment. The hierarchical shell consists of a dense thin-film substrate with cones on the
top of the substrate, leading to a three-dimensional (3D) heterostructured electrode. The shell allows the
cathode working stably in CO2-containing air, and significantly improving the cathode’s oxygen reduction
reactivity with an area specific resistance of ,0.13 Vcm2 at 5756C. The method is also suitable for
fabricating functional shell on the irregularly shaped substrate in various applications.

L
owering the operating temperature of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) to intermediate temperature (IT, 500–
700uC) has become a hot research point in commercialization of this charming technique in the past
decades1–3. Low cost materials can be used and system is more reliable at reduced temperatures, opening

great potential for the development of miniaturized SOFCs for portable power supply, thus the market of the
SOFCs can be extended from big plants to every family4.

The oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on the cathode is the sluggish process throughout the whole fuel cell
reaction when the temperature is reduced to ,700uC5–8, therefore development of highly efficient and stable
cathode for SOFCs is the main task at the intermediate temperature region. The mixed ionic and electronic
conducting (MIEC) oxides are the promising alternatives to replace the traditional high temperature cathode
lanthanum strontium manganate (LSM), because oxygen reduction sites can be extended from three-phase
boundary (TPB) to the whole surface of the cathode when the ionic conductivity is high enough9.

Oxygen defects in the MIEC oxides are the passes for oxygen ions transportation. The demand of high oxygen
ionic transport property of the cathode stimulates a growing interest in perovskite oxides with ABO3 molecular
formula structure, because the perovskites oxides are capable of accommodating remarkable oxygen defects10.

In our previous study, a benchmark cathode-Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-d (BSCF) has been developed, which shows
surprising high oxygen reduction reactivity reflected by its low area specific resistance (ASR,0.15 V cm2) at
600uC11. Unlike typical cathodes, the A-site cation of BSCF perovskite is an alkaline-earth species rather than
a rare-earth element11. Consequently, we developed other two cathodes with A-site cations fully occupied by
strontium, i.e. SrNb0.1Co0.9O3-d (SNC) and SrSc0.2Co0.8O3-d (SSC), which show comparable performance with
BSCF12,13. The enhancement of ORR on these cathodes is related to alkaline-earth species which may increase the
number of oxygen defects in the oxides, thus improving their reactivity. However, the perovskites containing
alkaline-earth species are susceptible to CO2 attack when temperature is decreased to the IT region14–18. The ASRs
of BSCF and SSC cathodes increase by ,20 and ,12 times after introduction of 10 vol% CO2 into air at 600uC for
only 5 mins (Supplementary information, Fig S1).

The CO2 poisoning effect is related to the basic property of the cathode surface19. The more basic the surface of
perovskite is, the more likely it would be poisoned by CO2. The metal oxides that have a very weak Madelung
constant, such as BaO and SrO, can donate electrons more easily and thus have more basic surfaces. On the other
hand, the presence of surface defects can also modify O basicity. Oxygen vacancies normally increase the
individual O basicity. Decreasing the basicity of perovskite may improve the resistivity of perovskite to CO2,
but it also decreases the ORR activity of cathode. This is a trade-off between high oxygen reduction reactivity by
using alkaline-earth species-containing cathode and high stability in CO2 containing atmosphere.

Here we demonstrate a novel method to fabricate a CO2-protective shell on BSCF cathode using infiltration
followed by microwave plasma treatment. The shell can be made into a hierarchical structure consisting of a dense
thin film La2NiO41d (LN) substrate and LN cones growing on the substrate. The shell allows the cathode working
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stably in 10 vol% CO2-containing air at 600uC, and significantly
reduces the ASR of BSCF to ,0.13 V cm2 at 575uC.

Results
Selection of shell material. We use LN as the shell material, because
it is a mixed ionic and electronic conductor (MIEC) with resistivity to
CO2. To show LN’s resistivity to CO2, we treated the LN powders in
10 vol% CO2-containing air for 1 h at 600uC. The treated LN pow-
ders were tested by Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy
(Supplementary information, Fig S2), which is a very sensitive
technique to detect small quantities of CO3

2220. No characteristic
peak belonging to CO3

22 can be detected. Furthermore, the effect
on the electrochemical performance of the LN cathode is negligible
after introduction of 10 vol% CO2 into air (Supplementary infor-
mation, Fig S3). The CO2 proof property of LN is likely due to the
absence of alkaline-earth species and oxygen defects.

Even though LN is a MIEC, it is unsuitable as bulk cathode mater-
ial for SOFC due to the anisotropic conduction of oxygen ions caus-
ing the low oxygen reduction reactivity of polycrystalline LN cathode
at IT region. The ASR of the LN cathode is as large as 27.5 V cm2 at
600uC, ,180 times larger than that of BSCF cathode (Supplementary
information, Figs S1 and S3). However, the high electrical conduc-
tivity of LN thin film (,300 S cm21)21 makes it suitable for surface
coating on BSCF considering the low electrical conductivity of BSCF
(,40 S cm21)22.

Fabrication of the hierarchical shell onto BSCF scaffold.
Fabrication of the hierarchical LN shell on BSCF is schematically
shown in Figures 1. Before the microwave plasma treatment, a
hierarchical LN precursor shell (porous) is fabricated by a two-step
infiltration process. The substrate layer (untreated) is firstly obtained

by infiltrating an aqueous solution of La(NO3)3 and Ni(NO3)2

(La:Ni5152 mole ratio) into the BSCF scaffold at a total metal
ions concentration of 1.5 mol L21 followed by heating at 850uC for
5 h to form BSCF-LN scaffold. The LN substrate coated on the BSCF
scaffold is not dense at this stage. Consequently, citric acid (CA) was
added to the aqueous solution at a molar ratio of 251 to the metal
ions. The CA added solution was infiltrated into the BSCF-LN
scaffold, and then heated at 850uC for 5 h again. The second LN
layer with large pores was obtained on the LN substrate to form a
hierarchical LN precursor shell. At this stage, the LN shell has not
been densified. The sintering of the LN precursor shell cannot be
realized by conventional heating process, because the densification
temperature is over 1000uC, while phase reaction between BSCF
and LN occurs at 900uC for only 30 min. The phase reaction is
detrimental to the oxygen reduction reactivity (Supplementary
information, Fig S4). This conflict can be circulated by using
highly efficient microwave plasma treatment23. By treating the
hierarchical LN precursor under microwave plasma at power of
500 W, the LN can be heated to 1800uC in a few seconds. The LN
substrate is readily sintered to be dense in 10 min without new phase
formation based on XRD (Supplementary information, Fig S4);
meanwhile the second LN layer grows into cones on the substrate.
Microwave-induced plasma is created in a quartz tube surrounded
by a microwave cavity. Microwaves produced from a magnetron
(a microwave generator) fill the cavity and cause the electrons
in argon gas to oscillate. The oscillating electrons collide with other
atoms in the flowing gas to create and maintain a high-temperature
plasma. The target substance in microwave plasma can be heated
by he collision of the oscillating electrons with the surface of the
substance, so the heat is transferred from outside to inside. This
allows the LN shell to be densified without phase reaction between

Figure 1 | Schamatic of preparation of the hierarchical LN shell protected BSCF cathode. (a) A two-step infiltration process is empolyed to introduce

porous LN precursor shell onto the surface of BSCF scaffold and followed by microwave plasma treatment to obtain hierarcical LN shell. (b) In the 1st

infiltration of the two-step infiltration process, La(NO3)3 and Ni(NO3)2 aqueous solution is infiltrated into BSCF scaffold. The LN substrate shell is

obtained after heating at 850uC for 5 h. In order to obtained hierarcical LN precursor shell, ctrate added La(NO3)3 and Ni(NO3)2 aqueous is inflitrated

and fired at 850uC for 5 h. Here the ctrate is used as the template to obtain bigger pores in the second LN shell. Finally, the microwave-plasma is used to

heat the precurosr shell to make hierarchical LN shell.
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LN and BSCF, if the heating time is elaborately controlled. A
treatment of 30 min leads to the decreased ORR activity of the
cathode, so the samples are treated for 10 min to prevent the
undesired phase reaction in the present study.

Microstructure and CO2 resistivity of the electrode. The
morphology of the hierarchical LN is controlled by the LN loading
amount in the second infiltration step (Figure 2). Without the
second LN infiltration, only a 200–250 nm thick LN shell can be
obtained (Figure 2b and Supplementary information, Fig S5).
When the second LN infiltration loading amount reaches 6 wt%
(total loading is 12 wt%), some dots with a diameter of 100 nm
appear on the LN substrate. When the total loading amount is
increased to 26wt%, the cones form on the substrate with a length
of ,1 mm and diameter of ,100 nm (Figure 2f, Supplementary
information, Fig S6).

We treated the hierarchical cathode in 10 vol% CO2-containing air
for 1 h at 600uC. The pristine BSCF and the BSCF-LN (before MP
treatment) cathodes were also treated under the same conditions for
comparison. CO2-temperature programmed desorption (TPD) and
FT-IR was performed to test their resistivity to CO2. As shown in
Figure 3, strong CO2 desorption peak and adsorption at 1630, 1450,
1090, 1030 and 900 cm21 attributing to the vibration bands for the
CO3

22 can be observed on the pristine BSCF after CO2 treatment.
Addition of LN can weaken the CO2 poisoning effect dramatically.
After microwave plasma treatment, the BSCF can be completely
resistive to CO2 under the protection of dense LN shell, this is evi-
denced by that no CO2 desorption peak or vibration bands of CO3

22

can be observed.
The electrochemical performance of the cathode was tested by AC

impedance. The ASR of pristine BSCF is 0.162 V cm2 at 600uC
(Figure 4a). After LN infiltration heated at 850uC (before microwave
plasma treatment), the ASR decreases to 0.078 V cm2 at 600uC
(Figure 4b). The improvement of the ORR is ascribed to increased
three-phase boundary (TPB) between LN, BSCF and O2. The sinter-
ing of the LN substrate (without LN cones) leads to the decrease of
the oxygen reduction reactivity due to elimination of the TPB. Since
the oxygen surface exchange rate on LN is lower than that on BSCF,

the improvement of the exchange rate of the LN shell is realized by
increasing the surface area (LN cones grow on LN substrate). The
ASR reduces to 0.13 V cm2 at 575uC.

The CO2 resistivity of the cathodes is investigated in 10 vol%-CO2

containing air. The ASR of the pristine BSCF increases to 20 times
after introducing CO2 into air in only 5 min. For LN infiltrated BSCF
without microwave plasma treatment, the ASR increases to 2.4–3.8
times after 30 min and keep constant depending on the loading of
the LN. With increasing LN loading, the CO2 resistivity increases, but
CO2 poisoning effect cannot be completely eliminated due to the
small void between LN grains. The microwave plasma treatment
was thereby employed to sinter the LN shell. The ASR of the hier-
archical cathode increases to 1.7 times of the original value after 1 h
treatment in CO2 and keeps constant for 24 h. The increase of the
ASR is likely ascribed to the dilution of the air by CO2, which can be
supported by the factor that the ASR increases to about 1.4 times in
10 vol% Ar-containing air. Furthermore, by investigating the recov-
ery of the ASR after removing CO2, we also confirmed the complete
CO2 resistivity of the hierarchical cathode. It has been reported that
CO2 can not only be adsorbed onto the BSCF surface but also react
with BSCF to form carbonates. Both cases will occupy the active sites
for oxygen reduction, thus leading to the decreased ORR activity24.
Although the adsorbed CO2 can be removed after CO2 treatment, the
carbonates originating from reaction of CO2 and BSCF are stable at
600uC. Therefore, the ASR cannot recover to the original value even
after 24 h. As a comparison, the ASR of the hierarchical cathode
recovers completely in only 51 min, indicating no carbonates form
owing to the protection by the LN shell.

The fuel cell performance was also tested in 10 vol%-CO2 contain-
ing air. Yan et al. reported that both open circuit voltages (OCVs) and
power densities decreased after introduction of CO2

25. At 600uC, the
power density decreased by ,58% in the presence of only 3.07 vol%
CO2 in air25. In the present study, both the OCVs and the power
densities of the single fuel cell show similar values before and after
introduction of CO2 from 600 to 700uC (Figure 5). The slight
decrease of power densities is ascribed to the dilution effect of the
CO2.

Figure 2 | SEM images of the LN shell on BSCF scaffold prepared in different conditions. The LN substrate shell with 6wt% LN loading before (a) and

after (b) microwave plasma treatment. The hierarchical LN shell with 12 wt% LN loading before (c) and after (d) microwave plasma treatment. The

hierarchical LN shell with 26 wt% LN loading (the second infiltration) before (e) and after (f) microwave plasma treatment.
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Discussion
In the last decades, many efforts have been focused on lowering the
operating temperature of SOFCs to intermediate range (500–700uC)
without detriment of the fuel cell’s generation efficiency. As drop the
operating temperature to ,650uC, the sluggish oxygen reduction

reaction occurring on the cathode contribute the main potential loss
in the fuel cell operation. In our previous study, a benchmark cath-
ode- BSCF has been developed, which shows surprising high ORR
activity reflected by its low area specific resistance (ASR,0.15 V
cm2) at 600uC11. However, BSCF is susceptible to CO2 attack when

Figure 3 | CO2 resistvity of the BSCF powders and the BSCF-LN powders with 26wt% LN loading before or after MP. The three types of powders were

treated in air110vol% CO2 at 600uC for 1 h. (a) FT-IR spectra of the treated powders. The blue arrows indicates the vibrating peaks for carbonates.

(b) CO2-TPD of the treated powders. The peak area related to the amount of the carbonates.

Figure 4 | Electrochemical analysis of the electrodes. (a) Arehnius plots of ASRs of the various electrodes based on the symmetric cells (BSCF-6%LN and

BSCF-26%LN are the BSCF-LN cathodes before MP treatement). (b–d) The impedance spectroscopy of the electrode tested at 600uC in air, air110vol%

CO2, and after removal of CO2 from air. (b) 6wt% LN loading before microwave plasma treatment; (c) 26wt% LN loading before microwave plasma

treatment; (d) 26wt% LN loading after microwave plasma treatment. The time in the bracket indicates the time after the introdtuction of CO2 into air or

after the remavol of the CO2.
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temperature is decreased to 500–700uC, which is a vital problem
blocking the BSCF’s practical application14–18. Yan et al.25 pointed
out that the existence of ,0.2vol% of CO2 in the oxidant gas can
negatively affect the BSCF cathode performance. Since CO2 is one of
the components of the atmospheric air, the degradation of the BSCF
cathode is inevitable when air is used as oxidant. It can be even worse
when the BSCF cathode is used in a single chamber SOFC, which
consists of only one gas chamber, wherein the anode and cathode are
exposed to the same mixture of fuel and oxidant gas26,27. Since the
hydrocarbons are used as the fuel in single chamber SOFCs, the CO2

as a product of the anode reaction can reach a concentration of
,10vol% or higher in operation condition28. Besides BSCF, other
high-performance cathodes like SSC are also susceptible to CO2

attack. On the other hand, some oxides like LN exhibit good resist-
ance to CO2 impurity from 30 to 1000uC29. However, the electro-
chemical performance of the LN cathode is very poor below 700uC30.
In our previous study, we have developed a novel cathode material
(La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3-d showing tolerance to CO2. However, the
ORR activity of (La0.8Sr0.2)0.95Ag0.05MnO3-d is also unsatisfied below
650uC31. It is a trade-off between ORR activity and CO2 resistivity for
the currently used cathodes. New generation cathodes are highly
desirable to realize the full commercialization of SOFCs.

In order to solve the above mentioned problem, we have proposed
that the infiltration technique may be used to fabricate a functional
protecting layer on the currently used electrode materials to form a
core-shell structured cathode4. However, the difficulty may lie in the
densification of the protecting layer without phase reaction between
the layer and the electrode material. Here, we successfully fabricate a
hierarchical shell-covered porous cathode through infiltration fol-
lowed by microwave plasma treatment. The high heating efficiency
of microwave plasma allows the sintering of protecting layer in only
few minutes, avoiding the phase reaction between LN and BSCF.
With the protective shell, the BSCF based cathode can work stably
in 10vol% of CO2 containing atmosphere. Additionally, the hierarch-
ical structure of the shell can also improve the ORR activity due to
enlarged surface area. An ASR of as low as 0.13 V cm2 has been
achieved at 575uC, which is lower than that of the pristine BSCF
cathode (0.27 V cm2 as shown in Figure 4a) and other well-perform-
ing cathodes, e.g. SNC12 and SSC13. It is worth of noting that the
oxygen surface exchange coefficient of LN is 7.031029 cm2s21 at
500uC, which is much lower than that of BSCF 1.131026 cm2s21 at

500uC32. Further significant enhancement of ORR activity would be
expected, if the material with high oxygen surface exchange coef-
ficient is used as the shell.

In summary, the hierarchical LN shell was formed by microwave
plasma treatment on the BSCF scaffold. The cathode showed high
ORR activity and complete resistivity to CO2 attack at intermediate
temperature, thus may lead to the widespread application of IT fuel
cells.

Methods
BSCF was synthesized by a combined EDTA-citrate complexing process. Ba(NO3)2

(99.991%, Sigma-Aldrich), Sr(NO3)2 (99.991%, Sigma-Aldrich), Fe(NO3)3
.9H2O

(99.91%, Sigma-Aldrich) and Co(NO3)2
.6H2O (991%, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as

the raw materials for metal sources. Stoichiometric amounts of these metal nitrates
were mixed in deionized water and heated at 80uC. EDTA (99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich)
and anhydrous citric acid (99.5%, Sigma-Aldrich) were then added as the complexing
agents. The molar ratio of total metal nitrates, EDTA and citric acid in the solution
was 15152. To ensure complete complexation, solution pH was adjusted to 8 by
adding NH3 aqueous solution (28%). After evaporation of water at 150uC, a dark
purple gel was recovered. The gel was pretreated on the furnace at 250uC for 8 hours
to form a solid precursor. The solid precursor was then calcined at 900uC for 5 hours
in air to obtain BSCF powders.

The BSCF powders were mixed with ethyl cellulose and terpinol to form slurry. The
BSCF scaffold (porous BSCF layer) was prepared by tape casting the slurry onto both
sides of a Sm0.2Ce0.8O1.9 (SDC) disc followed by heating at 1000uC for 2 h. The
average diameter of pores in BSCF scaffold is larger than 5 mm (supporting
information, Figure S7), which facilitates the infiltration process. Infiltration was used
to introduce LN precursor into BSCF scaffold. The hierarchical LN shell was obtained
by treating the LN precursor under microwave plasma at power of 500 W for a few
seconds.

The FT-IR spectra were collected with a Nicolet 6700 spectrometer by using KBr
pellets in transmission mode. For CO2 temperature programmed desorption (CO2-
TPD), approximately 100 mg of powders was loaded in a quartz tube. The tube was
then placed in a tubular furnace equipped with a temperature controller. Argon at a
flow rate of 20 mL min21 under standard temperature and pressure (STP) was used as
the carrier gas. The temperature was increased from 50 to 950uC at a ramp rate of
10uC min21. The effluent gases were monitored by a mass spectrometer (MS Hiden,
Warrington, UK, QIC-20). The morphology of the electrode was studied by FESEM
(JEOL 7001).

The electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of the symmetric cells were obtained
using an Autolab, PGSTAT30 electrochemical workstation. The frequency range was
0.01 Hz to 100 kHz and the signal amplitude was 10 mV under open cell voltage
conditions. The coin-shaped fuel cell was mounted onto an alumina tube and sealed
by ceramic paste at 150uC before heated for testing. H2 was fed into the anode side as a
fuel at a flow rate of 60 ml min21 (STP) while the cathode side was exposed to air. The
current-voltage curves of the fuel cells operated between 600–700uC were obtained
using an Autolab, PGSTAT30 electrochemical workstation.
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